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OVERVIEW
 

Alert Streams trigger alert messages to display on your digital signage. Simply add a stream 
to your account and subscribe each device‘s content to as many Alert Streams as needed.
 

Alert Tags can be used to subscribe to specific types of alerts. For instance, if you have a 
CAP feed that publishes weather alerts, but you only wanted to publish flash flood, 
hurricane and tornado alerts, you could create an Alert Tag called “Severe Weather.” Alert 
Type is the comma separated list of keywords used to narrow down the alerts you want 
included, such as: “flash flood, hurricane, tornado, etc.” There is no limit to the number of 
Alert Tags and types you can create, but keep in mind that the Alert Tags will be applied to 
all Alert Feeds selected when configuring the Alert Stream dropzone app.
 

There are four Alert Stream content layouts available for each device listed in order of 
priority. Meaning, you can configure up to four different layouts to make your content 
specific to the alert type, and the layout in Alert Stream 1 will take priority over Alert Stream 
2 and so on. Since alerts are configured per device you can show location-specific content 
based around the alert as well, for example show evacuation maps with routes drawn from 
the display location to the nearest exit.

SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Login to the HypersignTM + web portal and go to the Account Manager.
2. Select “Alert Streams” tab on the left and click the “Add Feeds” button on the right.
3. Enter the URL for your CAP or RAVE feed (not intended for use with regular RSS feeds).
4. Go to the Content Manager.
5. Locate the device you wish to trigger alert content on and click the triangular alert icon 
under that device.
6. Click the plus icon next to an alert channel named “Alert Stream #” to create alert content.
7. Select a template. (Note: Alert content can display in any dropzone, but we recommend 
using the fullscreen layout or a dropzone that promotes high visibility and readability.)
8. Drag the Emergency Alert Dropzone App into the dropzone.
9. Select the Alert Feed(s) that should be shown on this device and click “Submit.”
10. Click “Publish” once you’re happy with your content layout.
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